1. To introduce our subject we recall two classical problems of continuation for certain functions of a complex variable.
(CA) Here/is continuous in R2 and analytic outside a closed set E; E is temou' able for this problem if it is always true that/ is entire.
(QC) In this problem / is a homeomorphism of the extended plane, which is K-quasiconformal outside E; E is remoaable if /is always quasiconformal in the extended plane.
For both problems there is a best-possible theorem. -E is removable if it is of ofinite length (Besicovitch [2] ; Gehring [5] ). In each problem' a product set FX[0' 1] is non-removable precisely when F is uncountable (Carleson [3] , Gehring [5] that p(k)-Q as k*-in Ää.The Lebesgue space L'(dp) is separable so there is a set Nz, again of asymptotic density l, such that e(-kt)*0 weak* in L-(dp) as ft*-in Nr,thatis I e(-kt)f (t)p@t)-o for each/in Lt(dp). One 4 . Proof of (a), completed. Suppose now that the function g, the measure p, the sequence (4n), and an integer plo arc held fixed. We form the sequence of functions ,lt"(o -I tn?il-H(olso)ey -0-' dy.
-[ ee pQun I e@y) s(fl(x* iy -O-' dy p(dx).
For fixed x€Er, the inner integral is defined whenever 4+x, andis O(p), or indeed O(1*log lpl), hence /"(() is defined for all (, and is continuous in R2, by the continuity of p and dominated convergence. We claim that ry'r*0 unifurmly as v* * -.
Toverifythisclaimweconsidertheintegrals I"@DCj)@|-iy-(1-r4, aselements of Ll(dp), parametriled by a complex number (. Dominated convergence shows that this collection of functions is norm-compact in LL(dp); since e(-pqnx)*O weak* in L*(dp) the uniform convergence follows.
It is now a simple matter to complete the proof. We suppose that Ezhas 
